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Abstract 
This paper describes two systems that can be used to obtain realistic random traffic samples in a terminal area: a real 
traffic analyser and a synthetic traffic generator. These two systems allow the air traffic management (ATM) engineer to 
gain insight on the traffic structure of the area under analysis, and allow obtaining realistic traffic samples enabling the 
evaluation of new operational concepts, the validation or system performance measurement after procedure changes, 
the analysis of ATM performance under forecasted future traffic changes, etc. Together with the design of the system, the 
work provides insight of user interfaces and describes the potential uses of such tools in an integrated ATM system. 
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Introduction 
Simulation is a basic technology for the design, evalu-
ation, optimisation and training of different aspects of 
air traffic control and air traffic management. 
Historically, it has been widely used to design new 
operational concepts, including humans-in-the-loop 
simulations for validation (i.e. paired approaches,1 
flight-deck-based merging2 and separation assurance3). 
Additionally, it has been used for the evaluation of 
system-wide performance4 and for optimisation, using 
higher level modelling (as in oceanic airspace in the 
Pacific,5 in the National Airspace Systems, using 
multi-agent simulation6,7) or focusing at the node (air-
port or terminal area) - as in the Dulles Airport arrival 
operations redesig n,8 in which Terminal Area Route 
Generation Evaluation and Traffic Simulation 
(TARGETS) software and Base of Aircraft Data 
(BADA) have been used. It is also typically used for 
airspace sectorisation,9 taking into account the max-
imum controller workload, and to design the allocation 
of traffic management to different controllers along the 
flight (such as route or terminal area10). 
In particular, it is especially important to have real-
istic traffic simulations to design and validate new air 
traffic management (ATM) operational concepts with 
the advent of new ATM paradigms such as trajectory-
based operations11 and the evolution of collaborative 
decision making, in which roles of pilot and controller 
are modified.12 The rapid changes appearing in Single 
European Sky Advanced Research (SESAR)13 and 
NextGen14 projects make the simulations of special 
relevance. 
An additional objective of simulation is the sup-
port to controller training. Some examples of this 
use may be found in early works related to the exploit-
ation of artificial intelligence to ATC training15,16 or 
to the automatic tutoring of controller students.17 
More modern descriptions of some of the aspects of 
those simulators are devoted to user interface descrip-
tion18 such as an automatic speech recognition system 
enabling the simulation of voice communications with 
software agents simulating pilots or surrounding area 
controllers.19 
A key problem of simulation is the quality of the 
models involved to reproduce the reality. Due to the 
enormous size of the complete ATM/ATC system it is 
impossible to work with extremely detailed models of 
all the involved agents, but, in order to be able to have 
accurate performance measures, it is very important 
to improve the current simple models. Examples of 
those improvements may be found in Gillet et al.,20 
where an improvement of aircraft behavioural model 
from historical radar data is described, or in Volf 
et al.,21 where controller behaviour is modelled and 
validated against real data. 
A problem that has received not so much attention 
in the literature is the automated generation of realis-
tic traffic patterns, which is obviously a key input to 
any ATC simulator. In this paper, we describe two 
systems that can be used to obtain realistic traffic sam-
ples from a given real traffic database: a real traffic 
analyser and a synthetic traffic generator. The real 
traffic analyser obtains the patterns (statistical, deter-
minist or mixed), to be further used as a possible input 
to the synthetic traffic generator block. These patterns 
summarise the overall traffic behaviour in a given con-
trolled airspace area (terminal area, sector). For 
the expert, these patterns allow a deeper understand-
ing of the overall space structure and of the actual 
operations being executed by controllers and pilots. 
Meanwhile, the synthetic traffic generator produces 
a synthetic traffic file with the generated aircraft 
features and associated flight plans, to be used in a 
realistic simulation to define traffic scenario under 
analysis. Those flights should be statistically consist-
ent with the assumed traffic patterns. The paper will 
describe both systems in detail and their related 
human-machine interfaces (HMI), enabling a com-
prehensive analysis of the traffic under analysis and 
graphical validation of the generated traffic. 
A similar effort, based in modifications of recorded 
data, is available in existing literature.22 In general, 
many of the operational systems for traffic scenario 
preparation are based on real traffic cloning or dele-
tion performed by a human user. This is a very costly 
and error-prone method. The current prototype that 
has been developed for Indra under ATLANTIDA 
project. In this project a simulation facility similar 
to TARGETS,8'10 using BADA23 prediction models, 
was developed for the study and validation of ter-
minal area ATM concepts and automation.24 Based 
on our previous work,25 this paper includes a detailed 
description of the simulation system approach, the 
HMI and examples of the obtained results. 
High-level system description 
The main objective of the traffic analyser and generator 
is to produce a file with the information of the flight to 
be generated in a specific spatial distribution. It is 
important to note that the final output of the synthetic 
traffic generator is the necessary initial information (i.e. 
initial conditions and flight plans) to feed an ATM 
simulator. Figure 1 shows the main working blocks of 
the proposed systems. All data are described in XML 
files to ensure readability and processing capabilities. 
The traffic analyser, taking the real flight information 
file and additional information, obtains the patterns 
(statistical, determinist or mixed), to be further used as 
an input to the synthetic traffic generator. The informa-
tion input to this block is: 
• Real traffic data: This is a file with the information 
of real flights for analysis. The data are recorded by 
the real-time flight data processing system, using 
the surveillance data to time-stamp the times of 
arrival to the airport, the overfly times of the 
entry points, etc. 
• Operational context: These files contain a specifica-
tion of the terminal area (TMA) physical structure: 
Entry points (Standard Arrivals STAR starting 
points), STARs (waypoint list), TMA exit points 
(Standard Instrument Departure SID ends and 
starting of overfly routes), SIDs (waypoint list), 
domestic routes, airports, etc. 
• User preferences for the analysis: This configuration 
file contains: flags indicating whether the traffic 
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Figure I . Block diagram of the traffic analyser and synthetic traffic generator. 
analysis must obtain deterministic traffic patterns or 
not, and whether the traffic analysis must include the 
analysis of overfly flights; a set of thresholds used to 
define if the pattern under analysis has a deterministic 
form or not; a list of special days where the traffic 
does not follow the same pattern as others due to 
special circumstances (public holidays, long week-
ends. ..) and parameters of a polar grid used to 
group airports outside of the TMA with similar geo-
graphic location. 
The information output of this block is: 
• Traffic patterns. 
• Undefined routes: A description of routes followed 
by traffic but not described in the operational con-
text definition. 
Meanwhile, the synthetic traffic generator (STG) 
generates the information about the initial conditions 
of the aircraft to be considered in the simulation exer-
cise, as a starting point to the real traffic generation. 
The information input to this block is: 
• Operational context: The same input as traffic 
analyser. 
• Traffic patterns: A file provided by traffic analyser. 
The user may edit it to perform a controlled change 
of the traffic generation parameters and simulate 
their effect. 
• Undefined routes: As provided by traffic analyser. 
• Additional models to generate traffic: Some traffic fea-
tures cannot be extracted from the real traffic file 
analysis and must be directly provided by the user. 
• User preferences for the generation: Some additional 
parameters to be used at the generator: the time 
interval for generation; a list of special days; a set 
of traffic validation thresholds; the flight duration 
between injection time and arrival to TMA; and 
the minimum time separation at entry points. 
The STG produces the synthetic traffic generated 
data: A file with the generated aircraft features and 
associated flight plans. 
Detailed functionality of traffic analyser 
This section details the functions comprising the traf-
fic analyser. A basic assumption of the analysis is that 
an important part of the traffic in the TMA has a 
relevant deterministic component, as many of the arri-
val and departure flights will repeat on a periodic 
basis with the same flight plan. Superposed on that 
deterministic pattern there may exist a random pat-
tern which will not follow such a predictable model. 
Therefore, our system considers the following traffic 
pattern analysis modes of operation: 
• Mixed model. In this case, the traffic analyser 
extracts the parameters of a model with a determin-
istic and a random pattern. The deterministic pat-
tern is extracted taking into account the repetitions 
of flights following periodic patterns (daily, weekly, 
monthly, and also regular special days, such as 
holiday start, end, etc.), by looking for repeated 
flight ID, origin, destination, etc. Once the deter-
ministic flights are extracted, the random patterns 
are estimated from the remaining flights. 
• Random model. In this case, the analyser treats the 
entire database file in order to obtain random traf-
fic patterns and estimating their parameters, not 
searching for any deterministic pattern. 
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Figure 2. Traffic analyser for arrival aircraft. 
There are four different kinds of flights to be included 
in the traffic model, depending on origin and destin-
ation: (1) arrival flights; (2) departure flights; (3) domes-
tic flights (internal to TMA); and (4) overfly flights 
(those with origin and destination airports out of the 
TMA). Slightly different models must be defined for 
each type, and all those models will be provided in a 
unique analyser output. The system analyser first deter-
mines the type of flight (taking into account origin and 
destination), and then performs a suitable analysis for 
all the traffic of a given kind. As an example, the paper 
details the complete functionality for arrival traffic, 
depicted in Figure 2. The same kind of philosophy, 
based on successive segmentation of aircraft types and 
routes is applied for every other kind of flight. 
This function has four stages, related to identifica-
tion of deterministic/random arrival flight patterns to 
an airport, assignation of entry point and STAR, and 
modelling of initial conditions of arrival aircraft. 
To estimate the deterministic pattern, the deter-
ministic arrival flights determination function per-
forms a flight identification and expected time of 
arrival (ETA) correlation over the database informa-
tion, to detect repetition patterns of flights in the fol-
lowing cases (with a threshold related to a given 
percentage of occurrences): every day of the week, 
several days of the week, one day of the week or 
special days selected by the user. It groups origin air-
ports using a polar grid with respect to TMA centre, 
so that all airports in a cell of that grid will be equiva-
lent. A logarithmic law is used to define grid limit 
ranges. In addition, aircraft types for a given deter-
ministic flight follow a discrete random distribution, 
whose probabilities will be estimated. The informa-
tion extracted will be a list of deterministic flights, 
with the following parameters: 
• Flight identification 
• Origin (grid cell) 
• Destination airport 
• ETA to the airport 
• Repetition pattern 
• Aircraft type list. For each aircraft type used in this 
flight: 
o Identifier of the type 
o Percentage of arrivals of this deterministic flight 
with this aircraft type 
The random flights destination airport traffic 
model function obtains the random traffic model for 
the arrival flights to each airport, as a set of concur-
rent arrival Poisson processes, parameterised just by 
the average number of flights per time unit. This pro-
cess segments the overall traffic in components 
according to destination airport, origin and aircraft 
type, and day type, calculating the average number 
of arrival flights per hour for each component. This 
is the only parameter needed for the generation of the 
arrival traffic. 
The entry points assignation function finds patterns 
in the TMA entry points of the flights with a determined 
origin (grid cell) and destination airport. If there is more 
than one potential entry point for a given pair entry 
point-destination airport and aircraft type, it obtains a 
discrete probability distribution function and its associ-
ate parameters (percentages related to each entry point). 
The output information will be a table with: origin air-
port (grid cell); destination airport; aircraft type class; 
and entry point list. For each entry point, it provides its 
identification and the percentage of arrivals using it 
(with this origin, destination and aircraft type). 
The STAR Assignation function uses the informa-
tion of all the flights to find patterns in the STAR used 
by the flights with a determined entry point and des-
tination airport, for each aircraft type class. If there is 
more than one potential STAR for a given pair entry 
point-destination airport and aircraft type, the system 
again obtains a discrete probability distribution func-
tion and its associate parameters to model the STAR 
assignation. So it calculates a table with: entry point; 
destination airport; aircraft type class; and STAR list. 
For each STAR, it provides its identification and the 
percentage of arrivals using it (with this entry point, 
destination and aircraft type). 
The unknown/incorrect STAR assignation model 
infers routes not considered by the STAR definition. 
Sometimes, the flights could follow such a route, due 
to controller vectoring. In that case, this function will 
define a pseudo-STAR for those routes, and perform 
an analysis similar to the STAR extraction but taking 
into account those pseudo-STARs, in addition to the 
nominal ones. The output table is similar to the pre-
vious one, but the identification entry is a pseudo-
STAR identification, provided by the analyser. In 
addition, the pseudo-STAR will be provided as an 
independent output file to be appended to the oper-
ational context and used by the traffic generator as if 
it were a nominal STAR, defined through a list of 
associated waypoints or significant points. 
Finally, the initial arrival flight data calculation 
model function is in charge of modelling the arrival 
flight initial conditions. Each kind of flight (arrival, 
departure, domestic and overfly) has its own initial 
data calculation procedure. For arrival traffic, it esti-
mates mean and variance of several probability distri-
bution functions and its corresponding parameters: 
• Cruise velocity (corresponding to entry point). It esti-
mates distribution parameters for each origin, destin-
ation airport within the TMA and aircraft type. 
• Entry point altitude (corresponding to entry fix 
point). There will be a different distribution for 
each origin (grid cell), destination airport within 
the TMA and aircraft type. 
• In addition, there are several terms to be calculated 
to model the time of injection for flight generation: 
o Landing delay distribution: it is the time differ-
ence between the ETA and the actual landing 
time. The analyser calculates distribution par-
ameters per origin airport cell, destination air-
port, entry point and aircraft type. 
o Duration of flight inside the TMA: it is the dif-
ference between entry fix point and landing 
time. Distribution parameters are obtained per 
STAR and aircraft type. 
The previous description just focuses on arrival 
flights, but in the following the approach used for 
the other flight types is summarised: 
• For departure flights, the deterministic arrival 
flight determination and the random flights destin-
ation airport model extraction functions are sub-
stituted by the deterministic departure flight 
determination and the random flights departure 
airport model extraction functions, with similar 
functionalities. Additionally, the entry point assig-
nation function and the STAR assignation func-
tion are substituted by the exit point assignation 
function and the SID assignation function, with 
an equivalent functionality to that of arrival flights. 
The undefined and unknown STAR assignation 
model extraction and the initial departure flight 
data calculation model function are substituted 
by the incorrect and unknown SID assignation 
model extraction function and the initial departure 
flight data calculation model function, which are 
also homologous to the arrival flight functions. 
The most relevant changes are those related to 
the initial flight data, and specially to mass, based 
here on BADA models, and on another simplified 
modeling of the length of the flight, and the differ-
ent climb, cruise and arrival processes and fuel 
consumption. 
• For domestic flights, internal to TMA, the corres-
ponding functions used are deterministic domestic 
flights determination function and random domes-
tic flight traffic model function, equivalent to those 
of arrival flights. Then, there are route assignation 
and undefined and unknown route assignation 
model extraction functions, also similar to those 
of the arrival aircraft and, finally, an initial domes-
tic flight data calculation model function. This 
function is a simplified version of the one for 
departure flights, as those very short flights typic-
ally do not reach the cruise level. 
• For overfly flights, the corresponding initial functions 
are deterministic overfly flight determination function 
and random overfly flight model extraction, very 
similar to those for arrival flights. Moreover, there 
is an overfly route assignation function and an unde-
fined and unknown overfly route assignation model 
extraction function, also equivalent to those relevant 
for arrival flights. Finally, there is an initial overfly 
flight data calculation model function which, con-
sidering the origin and destination airports, makes 
a guess of the aircraft mass and also calculates 
some other relevant patterns such as entry or exit 
point altitudes or velocities, etc. 
Detailed functionality of traffic generator 
The traffic generator uses a traffic pattern file (either 
from traffic analyser or user-edited) and produces a 
set of synthetic flights statistically consistent with that 
description. 
As the models used and the data needed to generate 
each kind of flight are different, generation is different 
for each type of flight. In addition, there is a traffic 
validation function to test, prior to and after gener-
ation, that the operational limits (maximum number 
of operations per hour in an airport) are not sur-
passed. Generation will be performed for a contigu-
ous time interval - it could be a set of hours, a 
complete day (of predefined type with respect to traffic 
patterns), or even a set of consecutive days (of prede-
fined types with respect to traffic patterns), up to a 
complete year. 
As depicted in Figure 3 the traffic generation starts 
with an initial traffic validation that checks if the 
requested traffic pattern is within certain operational 
limits. Adding all traffic patterns in each operational 
context element, we will check that airport number of 
operations per hour, entry point number of oper-
ations per hour, exit point number of operations per 
hour and TMA traffic per hour are not too high from 
the operational point of view. If any of those thresh-
olds are exceeded or there is an unknown entry point, 
we will stop generation, and inform about the prob-
lematic traffic pattern. As an example, we will describe 
in this section the part of the traffic generator that 
creates arrival flights according to the arrival flight 
traffic patterns. Similar processes are performed for 
the rest of flight types, with some differences in the 
models, especially of initial flight data generation. 
As can be seen in Figure 4, the generation for arri-
vals is performed in a set of steps in which we con-
secutively refine the information regarding individual 
flights or groups of flights. 
Deterministic destination airport selection function 
generates the deterministic pattern of incoming flights 
from the traffic pattern file. The traffic generator gen-
erates flights consistent with all deterministic patterns 
for the desired time interval, with the associated ETA 
and destination airport. This module provides a list of 
flights including: flight identification; origin (grid cell); 
destination airport; ETA; and aircraft type. 
Afterwards, random flights destination airport gen-
eration function generates additional flights according 
to the random patterns of flights arriving to each air-
port using the Poisson processes whose parameters 
were obtained in the analysis phase. It performs a 
nested loop over destination airports, origin airport 
grid cells, aircraft type and day type, and for each 
hour it randomly generates the flights. Again, each 
flight definition has the same parameters as for deter-
ministic flights, except for the flight identification 
being a random string, and ETA being obtained 
using the Poisson process. 
Next, entry point assignation function generates 
the information about the TMA entry points of the 
flights with a determined origin, destination airport 
and aircraft type. It generates samples of a discrete 
probability distribution function from its associated 
parameters (percentages related to each entry point, 
as derived by the traffic analyser or edited by the user) 
to generate the TMA entry point assignation. 
Then, STAR assignation function defines the 
STAR used by each flight with a determined entry 
point, destination airport and aircraft type, using 
again a discrete probability distribution function 
and its associate parameters (percentages related to 
each STAR). In this step, undefined STARs (those 
which were not in the operational context definition) 
are equivalent to defined STARs. 
Finally, initial arrival flight data generation func-
tion generates values for the arrival flight initial con-
ditions. Note that each kind of flight will have its own 
initialisation procedure. The models next described 
will be used to generate the needed arrival flight 
data (in italics). 
Cruise velocity and entry point altitude are 
generated as samples from the analyser-provided dis-
tributions for our entry point, provided origin, des-
tination airport within the TMA, and aircraft type 
are known. Flight injection time in the simulation will 
be calculated to ensure arrival to runway at a 
time near the ETA. This time is calculated as 
ETA + Landing delay - Duration of flight inside the 
TMA-Duration of flight prior to entrance in TMA, 
where: ETA was previously generated; Landing delay 
and Duration of flight inside the TMA are calculated 
as samples of the adequate distribution estimated for 
origin airport cell, destination airport, and aircraft 
type, entry point and STAR; and finally Duration 
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Figure 4. Synthetic traffic generator for arrivals. 
of flight prior to entrance in TMA is a user-defined 
constant. 
The flight initial conditions assume constant 
height, heading and speed, converging towards the 
TMA, injected at the previously defined time. The 
Heading will be calculated assuming the flight comes 
directly from the centre of the origin cell to the entry 
point. The Initial position assumes this pattern and 
predicts back in time from entry point position, 
using the Duration of flight prior to entrance in TMA 
constant and the previously generated Cruise velocity. 
To perform accurate trajectory predictions, the 
simulators often needs the aircraft mass at initial pos-
ition and the performance model to be used. Equation 
(1) is used to derive the mass from a set of simplified 
tables, based on the exploitation of BADA23 data 
(from .PTF file, containing precomputed data). 
Aircraft Mass, Minitiai, is calculated as 
Minitial =Mdest(h, d) 
+ i?0JF,c™«;(cruise_altitude) * Texc (1) 
+ Mmin + r * Mpyid 
where 
• ROFcruise(h): cruise rate of fuel consumption at 
height h, with low mass (from BADA, for each 
aircraft type and typical airspeed values), as we 
are at the end of the flight. 
• cruise_altitude: en route cruise altitude, for aircraft 
type. 
• Texc: a sample of a normal random variable taking 
into account remaining fuel for lOOmin and poten-
tial increases or decreases of consumption along 
flight. It will have a mean of 100 and a variance 
given in an additional flight model definition file. 
• Mmin: minimum mass of the aircraft as defined in 
BADA. 
• Mpyid: payload mass of the aircraft as defined in 
BADA. 
• r. a sample of a uniform random variable from 
Min_Ocupation to Max_Ocupation (defined in 
additional flight model definition file). 
Additionally, Mdest(h,d) is the fuel consumption 
needed to arrive from an injection point to airport, 
calculated using equation (2) (based on a table similar 
to that of .PTF BADA files), depending on h (entry 
point altitude) and d (distance travelled inside the 
TMA). First, the function computes the time needed 
to descend from a given flight level FLi+ \ to the lower 
level FL¡ (defined in BADA .PTF files) using a vertical 
speed of ROCD¡ (in BADA model), to be called Tdesc(i) 
^ * 1 0 0 
i 
The fuel spent to descend from height h to airport 
level (assumed to be zero) can be roughly estimated, 
knowing the rate of fuel in descent for each level as 
provided by BADA (ROFdescend(i)) as 
FLQi] 
Mdesc-nom(h) = ]_^ ROFdescenAj) * Tdescif) (3) 
i=o 
If we assume the aircraft descending at the nominal 
true airspeed VTASdescena{i) (from BADA) between 
FLi+1 and FL¡, the traversed distance during the com-
plete nominal descend is 
h 
ddesc-nom(h) = /
 j VI Aí>¿escen¿\l) * i descV) (4) 
i=o 
So, assuming prior to descend the aircraft is at level 
flight at the nominal true airspeed (VTAScruise(h)), and 
Tprev is the duration of flight prior to entrance in 
TMA (user-defined time constant), the complete fuel 
consumption mass is 
MdesÁh' ú?) =ROFCruiSe,low{h) 
iprev+ VTAScruise(h)) W 
T Mdesc-nom\n) 
Similar models for the rest of the types of flights might 
be derived using available BADA data. Specifically: 
• For departure flights, the deterministic designation air-
port selection and the random flights destination air-
port model generation functions are substituted by the 
deterministic departure airport selection and the 
random flights departure airport model generation 
functions, with similar functionalities. The determinis-
tic and probabilistic entry point assignation functions 
and the deterministic and probabilistic STAR assigna-
tion functions are also substituted by the deterministic 
and probabilistic exit point assignation functions and 
the deterministic and probabilistic SID assignation 
functions. The initial arrival flight data calculation 
model function is substituted by the initial departure 
flight data calculation model function. 
• For domestic flights, internal to TMA, there is a set of 
functions - deterministic domestic flight selection func-
tion and random domestic flights model generation 
function, deterministic route assignation function, 
probabilistic route assignation model extraction func-
tion, and initial domestic flight data generation func-
tion - which are equivalent to arrival flight functions. 
• For overfly flights, the system has deterministic overfly 
flight selection, random overfly flight model gener-
ation, deterministic overfly route assignation, prob-
abilistic overfly route assignation model and initial 
overfly flight data generation functions. 
For departure, internal and overfly flights, the corres-
ponding modifications to the fuel consumption functions 
are also implemented. Two final processes remain to 
complete the generation of traffic, depicted in Figure 3. 
Firstly, the entrance conflict removal function tests if 
there is a potential conflict at any entry point after aggre-
gating arrival and overfly flights, modifying the injection 
times of conflict aircrafts so that they are separated. 
Finally, the final traffic validation function rechecks 
if the generated traffic pattern is within the operational 
limits defined by the user, giving an error if any of the 
operational limits is not respected. A user modifiable 
10% additional guard is set, so that even not completely 
compliant traffic (slightly higher traffic than the one 
approved for the aerodrome, point or sector) is allowed. 
These limits will be checked against operational limits: 
airport number of operations per hour; entry point 
number of operations per hour; exit point number of 
operations per hour; and TMA traffic per hour. 
Traffic analyser and generator HMI 
In this section, we present the main aspects of the 
HMIs of both traffic analyser and traffic generator. 
Special emphasis is given to output HMIs owing to 
the fact that they are the means to be used by the 
operator to either understand the traffic situation or 
to validate the generated scenario. 
The main menu of the synthetic traffic generator 
allows selecting the desired functionality of the pro-
gram (traffic analyser input HMI, synthetic traffic 
generator input HMI, analyser output HMI and gen-
erator output HMI). 
Traffic analyser HMI 
Traffic analyser input HMI allows the selection of 
XML files including traffic data, operational context 
definition, aircraft type and aircraft type class def-
inition, and to edit or select a user preference file. 
Figure 5 shows this HMI. Using this window, the 
user can select or edit the corresponding configuration 
files in order to execute the analyser. When the 
window comes up for the first time, a default 
file path is loaded for each configuration file, unless 
the default file does not exist. In that case, the corres-
ponding text box will be empty. The user can browse 
files, edit them, import them (using standard 
BADA or AIXM formats), and finally execute the 
traffic analyser (big 'Analyse' button) or return to 
the main menu. 
Traffic pattern analyser output HMI is devoted to 
the presentation of the results of the analysis module. 
There are means for the representation of aggregated 
data and pattern-related data. After selecting the 
output files to be presented (traffic pattern obtained 
from the analyser, operational context, pseudo-routes 
and user preferences), the analyser output HMI offers 
the user the analysis results in three different formats: 
traffic maps, number of flights and additional traffic 
data (table of flights). Figure 6 shows a capture of the 
three selection windows in the same order as they 
appear after file selection, enquiring the user firstly 
about the kind of visualisation, secondly about the 
type of flight pattern and, finally, about the type of 
traffic statistic. 
In a traffic map the user selects a time interval and 
a time increment, and the software shows, using a 
colour code, the number of aircraft passing through 
each leg for each time interval (aggregated taking into 
consideration the adequate flight types and adding 
deterministic flights and the mean number of 
random flights). This is shown in Figure 7, which rep-
resents the arrival traffic map of Gran Canaria, for 
normal days averaged by hour, rebuilt from a syn-
thetic data sample. The traffic in this sample just 
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F i g u r e 5. Traffic analyser initial window. 
covered SAMAR4C, TERTO6C/TERTO6Z and 
RUSIK4C/RUSIC4Z STARs, and there is no traffic 
following a random route in this sample. 
Meanwhile, for the Number of Flights plot, the user 
selects firstly a scenario element (STAR, SIR, leg, air-
port, etc.), and secondly a time interval to be averaged, 
as seen in Figure 8 (a), obtaining a plot with the evolu-
tion of number of aircraft versus time (per hour) for the 
selected element, as depicted in Figure 8 (b). 
with traffic statistics, histograms, etc.). The HMI is 
functionally equivalent to that of the analyser, 
enabling the inspection of aggregated traffic data or 
providing a table/list with generated flights. All repre-
sentations are derived from synthetic flights, not from 
generator inputs. Again, traffic maps and number of 
flight diagrams may be depicted, with selection tools 
(for specific airspace/hour/type of day), similar to 
those available for the traffic analyser. 
Traffic generator HMI 
Initially, from the main menu the user can select the 
files needed to generate traffic results. The traffic gen-
erator input window is very similar to that of the ana-
lyser (Figure 5), except for the necessary files to be 
selected and the main button, which now reads 
'Generate' instead of 'Analyse,' as the objective of 
this HMI is to control the generation part of our 
system. 
The traffic generator also has an output HMI, 
which may be used by an expert to perform a visual 
validation, comparing the definition of the traffic pat-
terns and the finally obtained synthetic traffic (maps 
Conclusions and future work 
In this paper, we have summarised the design of a 
prototype traffic analysis and generation tool. This 
system can derive meaningful data on TMA traffic 
(traffic patterns) and generate consistent traffic sam-
ples which may be able to help in traffic simulation 
with a much richer and complete amount of data, 
with bigger controlled variability than that in current 
systems and with a lower cost to implement simula-
tion scenarios. The described system enables a much 
improved understanding by the ATM engineer of the 
traffic history, and simplifies the definition of WHAT-
IF scenarios, enabling the assessment of performance 
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Figure 8. Number of flights selection (a) and representation (b). 
modifications due to traffic changes, the training 
under new traffic conditions, etc. Future develop-
ments of this tool include extending this philosophy 
to new airspace areas (i.e. en-route, oceanic), and the 
analysis of potential correlations of some of the traffic 
patterns data and especially of the effects of meteoro-
logical conditions both in the T M A and in the sur-
rounding areas, which may impact airport 
configurations, delays, traffic congestion, etc. 
It should also be acknowledged that there is much 
effort needed to complete the research with respect to 
validation of the system with real traffic, and with 
final users. Especially important here is the need to 
make the users aware of the quality of the provided 
traffic in terms of consistency with real traffic. The 
more the traffic (in stationary conditions) available, 
the higher will be the quality of models, but at the 
same time the higher granularity will be available to 
the extraction of deterministic and random traffic pat-
terns. Some rare events with small data samples may 
keep rare events with bigger samples or become actual 
patterns with low associated traffic. Those small com-
ponents of traffic typically are of lower importance in 
the complete system outcome in terms of delay, 
throughput, etc. but may be relevant for some other 
ATM aspects. 
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